Richard Fortey, a museum scientist and world authority on trilobites, explains some answers to these questions as he looks at diverse issues of the biological world through the eyes of these magnificent animals. He teaches us much about these extinct arthropods that were once highly diverse. Fortey discusses as well the lives and personalities of scientists with their passions, quirks, and foibles. He considers how he began studying these creatures and became thoroughly involved with understanding their lives, without having access to any living members of the group. Fortey's humorous and engaging style brings these long-dead animals to virtual life. This book is full of comparisons to classical and popular literature, culture, and everyday human experience:
When my children were young they used to play a game with sea shells. Holding a large whelk to one ear they contrived to "hear" the sea: the distant crashing of waves on the shore, or the insistent whistling of a gentle sea breeze. Later they understood that the conch merely amplified the murmuring of the air around them, but they never forgot the leap of imagination that joined shell to sea.
Palaeontology is all about listening to what fossil shells have to say. We have to pay attention to shells . . . (p. 27).
He also introduces us to the anatomy and purported physiology of these animals using a few, but not too many, technical terms. He clearly speaks as a scientist and yet doesn't wallow in the mystique of too many latinized words. One clearly understands that when he refers to Paradoxides, Agnostus, Phacops, and Ogygiocarella, he is not trying to impress us with his Latin training, which is proper indeed, but rather is speaking fondly of old friends from bygone years. We learn together of the effort of many scientists to understand trilobite shells, legs, crystal eyes, and pygidia. We learn of Ken Towe working on trilobite vision at the Smithsonian Institution:
. . . his office had a view across the grand avenue to the FBI building. . . . Using the trilobite lens as a substitute camera lens Ken photographed the FBI building-not perfectly, but recognizable. What more curious tribute to J. Edgar Hoover than to have his workplace photographed through the eyes of an ancient fossil (p. 106)!
The magnificent soft-bodied fossils of the Burgess Shale are visited in a discussion of the purported "Cambrian explosion" of animal diversification that might have occurred there. He properly credits Charles Doolittle Walcott, Harry Whittington, Derek Briggs, Simon Conway Morris, and others for the detailed work they did in these strata, as well as the popularization made by Stephen J. Gould. He makes no bones, however, that, based on his collaborations with Briggs, this "explosion" was an orderly one in which no special interpretations of phylogeny were required to produce a tree summarizing relationships. Still, more explanation is needed:
So now we are left with a paradox. There is a tree of descent which helps us understand the history of our characters before their spectacular appearance on stage-but of this earlier history there is no evidence. Even the traces left by animals, their scratches and burrows, are rare before the latest Precambrian. Where can these animals be? . . . My favoured theory is that the earlier branches in the tree were tiny animals, which were not easily preserved as fossils (pp. 138-139).
The book has scattered diagrams, figures, and many photographs of trilobites, their parts, and lore, but the book's small size and rough ivory paper detract ever so slightly from the beautiful content they attempt to convey. He continues with a concise, yet informative, treatment of the need for taxonomists, systematists, and museums. The next chapter deals with the life history stages of individual species of trilobites and the scientists that revealed them to us. Additional chapters follow a discussion of their decline and disappearance from the fossil record near the end of the Permian. They left with a whimper rather than a bang, just prior to the largest extinction event the world has ever seen.
In discussing "Possible Worlds," Dr. Fortey traces his (and others') efforts to reconstruct the history of continents and seas for the 300 or so million years that were witnessed by trilobites during their tenure on earth. He then attempts a prediction at what else these creatures might teach us of themselves and life in general. Could we better approach key issues of contemporary biology and environmentalism from a novel viewpoint? Could the trilobites reveal what they "learned" during their long history? Near the end of the book he waxes justifiably poetic:
Will we be able to see the mysteries of this time of innovation explained, as once Walcott surveyed the mysteries of the trilobite limb? These are not Gradgrind facts, "dull realities": they are wings for flights of the imagination. I wish I could live long enough to know, and even if I did, I should never cry "enough" (p. 263).
Oh, that all could be so excited about some aspect of their life! I am a better person for having heard the passion and viewpoints of Richard Fortey in this book.
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